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Penal Code - Section 296 - Murder - Conviction based on circumstantial evidence
- Essetial ingredients ? - Evidence reliable - Discrepancies and technical errors
- Criminal Procedure Code ■ Section 279, 283, 436 - Violating the statutory 
provisions - Procedural irregularity - Could it be cured ?

The accused appellant was convicted after trial for committing murder of one 
“P” and was sentenced to death. The Prosecution relied solely on circumstantial 
evidence of three witnesses.

HELD

(i) The primary advantage of circumstantial evidence is that the risk of 
perjury is minimized since it, unlike direct evidence, does not 
emanate from the testimony of a single witness. It is therefore 
more difficult to fabricate circumstantial evidence, than it is to resort 
to falsehood in the course of giving direct evidence.

(ii) There is no principle of the law of evidence which precludes a 
conviction in a criminal case based entirely on circumstantial 
evidence. There are no uniform rules for the purpose of determining 
the probative value of circumstantial evidence. This depends on 
the facts of each case.

(iii) Where eveidence is generally reliable, much importance should 
not be attached to the minor discrepancies and technical errors.
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(iv) The faliure of the presiding Judge to date the judgment at the time 
of pronouncing it is only a procedural irregularity curable under 
section 436 of the Code - it had not occasioned a failure of justice.

APPEAL from the judgment of the High Court of Balapitiya.
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The Accused appellant was indicted for committing murder of one 
Bolanda Hakuru Dalin alias Piyadasa on 24.06.1994. After trial the learned 
High Court Judge convicted the accused-appellant for murder and sentenced 
him to death on 16.11.2000.

The prosecution relied solely on circumstantial evidence of the witnesses 
Alpi Nona, Josalin and Somapala.

The evidence led by the prosecution at the trial briefly as follows :- The 
witness Alpi Nona had stated that on the day in question around 3.00 p.m. 
the deceased (her son) was at home, the accused - appellant (Kalu Chutiya)
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had come to her house with a bottle in his hand and asked the deceased 
“ gScao @d desks z5k3e^  ?”  “  Thereafter, both of them had been in conversation 
for a long period of time consuming the bottle of liquor (0<3zr>) and eating “ 
Kurumba” . After sometime the witness (mother) had given the deceased 
two bottles to bring kerosene gil and coconut oil. When (her son) the 
deceased left her house on his bicycle to bring oil, the accused-appellant 
had also joined the deceased and sat on the luggage carrier of the bicycle 
both of them had left home. Thereafter on hearing the people talking that a 
man had been killed on the road, she had gone to the place of incident and 
seen her son (the deceased) killed, lying on the road with the bicycle 
placed on his body.

The witness Josalin had stated that when she was at home around 
5 p.m. she had seen two persons fallen on the road near Somapala’s 
house and she could not identify them at a distance of about 20 ft. away, 
one person dressed in white shirt and a sarong in a seated position moving 
his hand upward and downward in a stabbing motion, the other person 
lying flat on the road, little later she had seen the accused-appellant running 
past her house wearing only a red colour under wear, (at page 91 of the 
brief) - The witness has stated as follows :-

g d  epog sssn o  q'gsw eosiraq ?
£  a s  Oc306CD 255© 66300(33)255 600^(30 &C3255S25) £)3. S3)'Sa(5j/K>g25)033;§5.

Q Sl®25) SO 23)8255’ g S 0  ^25)03 3)GC325)04 ?

C 0 C333) coeSes)’ 253̂ 6630255 ©025503 ef©d ©coOdOeQ se fo  Ojsfees) esosd 
S)®<3 <g25)©25)

Thereafter the witness had gone to the scene after arrival of the police 
and seen the deceased killed lying dead on the road at the place where 
she saw the incident.

The witness Somapala had stated, on the day in question around 5 
p.m. when he was near the well of his house, he had seen the deceased 
riding a bicycle and the accused - appellant seated on the luggage - carrier; 
when he came out of the house about 15 to 30 minutes later he had seen 
the deceased fallen on the road and the accussed-appellant running away
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from the scene of crime towards Elpitiya wearing a red colour underwear 
at page 132 of the brief the witness has stated as follows :-

g  6  ©OeoeS S ^So q is S t s o  <;?
£ SlSSzSCCS 0(3c3 Sso)S>03 <̂ 23250

g  6 0  q ®s>d ^afess’ ?
C sag 0 5  d a  daws’ eftqscoss} cfygSSts o^sj’aO ^50a.

g  02362530 Oog" OjS(30 SSsci ®2536SS>q ?
6  <jsd era (gdesdaoo
g  sdocsgsi scd eco^d Seoteies) esasS e^afesa q?
C e^eSSo ej23's2s’

g  sdoegirfscd eco^d q s is iO  ssdj-eSodswo ̂ 5 e 5  ?
C @8 esod ^sro cScso. epsd soqd e®  <|>qe3 ?5s8.

(at page 134)

g  23® 235 sSSOo 2S®233 scoSs5 OgcsO eo£o d  cfOcidosS 23g g 3  £03}Oo
<^325)0

C  £og° ®dg 23̂s35 <jqeo e p z n tO o  ^ssfeaf.

The witness Jayasuriya had stated he saw the accused - appellant 
running towards Elpitiya wearing only a red colour underwear, abusing in 
foul language. The accused-appellant in his dock statement had admited 
that he went to the deceased house on the day in question and both of 
them consumed a bottle of liquor, thereafter he left the house of the 
deceased with the deceased, and went home in a different direction.

The wife of the accused - appellant Suneetha (called by the defence) in 
giving evidence had stated, that on the day in question the accused- 
appellant left home around 2 p.m. dressed in a white shirt and a sarong 
and came back home around 4.30 p.m. When they were at home around 
7p.m. they heard that the deceased had been killed; but did not go out to 
see the deceased. She knew that there existed an animosity between the 
accused-appellant and the deceased, prior to this incident the accused- 
appellant had neither visited the house of the deceased, nor had consumed 
liquor with the deceased.
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At the hearing of the appeal the following grounds were urged by the 
counsel for the accused - appellant.

1) Whether one person could have possibly caused all the injuries 
(24 injuries) single handed.

2) Evidence of the witnesses Josalin and Somapala as to the place 
where they made the statements to the police, contradict the 
police officer’s evidence who recorded their statements, and 
also belatedess of their statements to the Police.

3) Arrest of another suspect named Gunaratne by the Police and 
remanded in connection with the case.

4) There was no record made, that the Judgement was pronounced
o n  1 6 .1 1 .2 0 0 0 , b y  th e  tr ia l ju d g e ,  th u s  v io la t in g  th e  p ro v is io n s  o f 
the sections 279 and 283 of the criminal procedure Code.

Now I would like to deal with the principles governing the evidence of 
circumstantial nature. Circumstantial evidence may be used to establish 
the facts in issue in the absence of direct evidence or to supplement and 
corroborate direct evidence when doubt is cast on it or when the effect of 
direct evidence, standing by itself is too slender to enable proof of the fact 
in issue ( Vide, Law of evidence by Coomaraswamy)

The primary advantage of circumstantial evidence, is that the risk of 
perjury is minimized since it is unlike direct evidenced, does not emanate 
from the testimony of a single witness. It is therefore more difficult to 
fabricate circumstantial evidence, than it is to resort to falsehood in the 
course of giving direct evidence.

Thus, there is no principle of the law of evidence which precludes a 
conviction in a criminal case based entirely on circumstantial evidence.

There are no uniform rules for the purposes of determining the probative 
value of circumstantial evidence. This depends on the facts of each case.

In the case of State o f U.P. vs Dr. Ravindra Prakash M itta l(,) it was
held that the essential ingredients to prove guilt of an accused person by 
circumstantial evidence are

1) The circumstances from which the conclusion was drawn should 
be fully proved:
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2) The circumstances should be conclusive in nature;

3) All the facts so established should be consistent with the 
hypothesis of guilt and inconsistent with innocence;

4) The circumstance should; to a moral certainty, exclude the 
possibility of guilt of any person other than the accused.

In the case of Podi S ingho vs. K ing  (2) it held that “in a case of 
circumstantial evidence it is the duty of the trial judge to tell the jury that 
such evidence must be totally inconsistent with the innocence of the 
accused and must only be consistent with his guilty. In the case of King  
Vs. A ppuham y,3> KeunemanJ. held that in order to justify the inference 
of guilt purely on circumstantial evidecnce, the inculpatory facts must be 
incompaiabie with the innocence of the accused and incapable of 
explanation upon any other reasonable hypothesis than that of his guilfln  
the case of State of Tamil Nadu vs Rajendran (4) justice Pittanaik observed 
that “ In a case of circumstantial evidence when an incriminating 
circumstances is put to the accused and the said accused either offers no 
explanation or offers an explanation which is found to be untrue, then the 
same becomes an additional link in the chain of circumstance to make it 
complete’’

It is to be noted that the following items of circumstantial evidence 
available in this case.

The Accused - Appellant having a animosity with the deceased, visited 
the deceased on the day in question with a bottle of liquor and consumed 
it with the deceased. Thereafter Accused- Appellant left the house of the 
deceased with the deceased on a bicycle.

The Witness Josalin Saw two people fallen on the road, one person 
dressed in a white shirt and a sarong in a seated position moving his hand 
up and down in a stabbing motion, thereafter she saw the accused - 
appellant clad in a red colour under wear running towards Elpitiya-passing 
her house.

- The witness Somapala saw the deceased going with the accused - 
‘ Appellant on a bicycle when he was near the well of his house, and about 
15 to 30 minutes later accused-appellant running away clad in a red colour 
underwear from the place of incident where the deceased was fallen dead.
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The witness Jayasuriya has also seen the Accused-Appellant running 
towards Elpitiya clad in red colour underwear, abusing in foul language. 
The evidence of the wife of the accused-appellant as to the existed 
animosity between them, and for the first time the accused-appellant visiting 
the house of the deceased on the day in question and had consumed 
liquor with the deceased.

The medical evidence revealed that the deceased had twenty four (24) 
stab injuries on the body, and the injuries 8,9 and 10 were necessarily 
fatal injuries (at page 43 of the Brief). •

The Doctor in his evidence had stated as follows :

sesirsf kdS zso 558® ® 0  Gzaen O sfei Gwi Gsira gsx)3®  sad oosfe) 3®3djfl. 
sags? q Qs q Oq  Gza® qacgOGcssns? d  S gS qO  ecssgzn cfzjiG
adsfeiagO zn'. epuD egiasa’ eooSzao sadznOo q ® 0  Gcs ejeojd eoSsfe)

It had been revealed that the injuries on the deceased could be caused 
either with one weapon or with two weapons, at page 57 doctor had stated 
as fo llow s: -

g  g®@ zgOoe £3®eiOc3za Ocaacsjrf 558ja©€& rads) SO a®® qiGoci Sg ss><g cpgQcs
© j ! »  ®5>C33) gzs>309 2 )@ ). todd Q ok&  GZ5X)0 S ® @  ZgGoG S c s d e ®  dts®  { f s g O c s f is t

eOznei QQcsts ac3gs®3i SgeOznen agGsrf q?
C SgOsrfe) gGOst.

The contention of the Deputy Solicitor General was that, the accused - 
appellant may have got the deceased drunk, and could have caused few 
injuries to incapacitate the deceased, thereafter when the deceased fell 
down caused the other injuries. Further, the evidence in the case revealed 
that though there were twenty four (24) stab injures, there was no evidence 
to connect an involvement of another person other than the accused - 
appellant to the incident. Also, there had been no doubt created that one 
person could have inflicted 24 stab injuries.

For the reasons mentioned above I disagree with the contention of the 
counsel for the accused - appellant that one person could not have possibly 
caused all the injuries single handed.

2 - CM6558
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The evidence revealed that the witness Alpi Nona had made a statement 
to the Police on the 25th at 2 p.m. (the following day of the incident) and 
the witness Somapala had made a statement to the Police on the 26th at 
10.30. a.m.

The witness Alpi Nona had stated in evidence that she did not come 
forward to give evidence at the inquest held by the Acting Magistrate near 
the scene of crime as the Acting Magistrate was her lawyer who appeared 
for her in Court when she was charged for possession of illicit liquor and 
further she had stated she did not make a prompt statement on the same 
day of the incident, as no one came forward to give evidence when her 
husband was killed, thus the explanation given by her, why she did not 
make a statement to the police on the same day in the evening could be 
accepted as a reasonable explantion.

The second ground of appeal urged by the counsel was that, the 
witnesses Josalin and Somapala had stated that they made the statements 
at the Police Station, where as Inspector Silva had stated statements of 
these two witnesses were recorded at their residences. Thus, the evidence 
of these two witnesses is open to suspension and unworthy of being acted 
upon.

I do not agree with his cotention, as it was not an important factor to 
disbelieve the evidence of these two witnesses completely; with the lapse 
of time, (over 6 years) may affect the memory of the witnesses, as to the 
place where they made the statements to the Police.

In the case of state of U.P. Vs M. K. Anthony<s> it was held that “Where 
evidence is generally reliable, much importance should not be attached to 
the minor discrepancies and technical errors.”

The third ground of appeal urged by the counsel for the accused-appellant 
was that, an another suspect by the name Gunaratne had been arrested 
and remanded in connection with this case, and the prosecuting counsel 
or the learned High Court Judge not elicited an explanation from the police 
witness as to why an additional suspect had been arrested, this factor 
had created a doubt and mystery in the prosecution version.
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It behove this Court in the interest of justice to ascertain the 
circumstances that led to the arrest and remand of an another suspect 
namely one Gunaratne, only on perusal of “B” reports filed in the 
Magistrate’s Court. The “B’ reports dated 27.6.94 and 08.08.94 indicate 
that, investigations had revealed, that the suspect Gunaratne being the 
brother of the accused-appellant had met the accused-appellant on the 
way and taken him home after the incident, he was never charged at any 
stage of the proceedings in this case, as there was no evidence against 
him in connection with the incident. Hence the above contention of the 
counsel for the accused-appellant should fa il.'

In the case of King Vs Seeder Silva Howard CJ observed that “A” 
strong prima facie case was made against the appellant on evidence which 
was suffieient to exclude the reasonable possibility of someone else having 
committed the crime, without an explanation from the appellant the jury 
was justified in coming to the conclusion that he was guilty”

Thus, in my opinion, the circumstantial evidence available against this 
accused - appellant were so strong and incriminating; incompatible and 
inconsistent with the innocence of the accused-appellant and consistent 
with his guilt, the only conclusion that could be arrived at on such evidence 
is that the accused-appellant is guilty of the offence charged.

The fourth ground urged by the counsel was that, there was no record 
made, that the judgment was pronounced on 16.11.2000, by the trial judge, 
thus violating the statutory provisions of the sections 279,283 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code.

It is apparent from the proceedings on 16.11.2000 after the conclusion 
of the address by both counsel the allocutus had been recorded, thereafter 
the verdict and the sentence was passed on the accused-appellant. The 
learned High Court Judge on the same day (16.11.2000) has recorded as 
follows :-

e@@ S raee®  SOcsra esw Sragd^Odcsosco £)5ra®-Sx> q S o d ^  d ra o Q a S  2g®c3 eDst 

c5j8 ® 0  S5sc33co rad®. SraQraocoad q3rao3  q®s>ra DsdaiegG qraesra raS®. © d -d to  

q raS rao  gqo rao  ra&s® graoeau SOara -qS rad^G cJ rauOa scoora rad®, qraesra racS®.
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Further the journel entry on 16.11.2000 written by the learned High 
Court Judge himself states as follows »ctosi aesfai- 280 oOesi aOaa sad®. 
®d-€S ski® sad®. 6<̂ 3s> ssog sad®. Ssnep so Sdŝ css c5s»3aS q>®csO
ciO®.

The contention of the Deputy Solicitor General was that, the above 
factors indicate that the learned High court judge on the 16.11.2000 may 
have dictated the judgment in Open Court to the stenographer, and the 
stenographer had typed it later, eventhough the date of the judgement
appears as 2000.11 .......the judgment had been signed by the Leaned
High Court Judge..

In support of his contention he has cited the decision in the case of 
Iqbal Ism ail Sadawala vs Registrar H igh Court Bom bay(6) It has been 
held that failure of presiding Judge to date and sign the judgement at the 
time of pronouncing it is only procedural irregularity curable under section 
436 of the Criminal Procedure Code.

Hence, the Deputy Solicitor General submitted that, in the instant case 
failure to date the Judgement is only a procedural irregularity curable under 
section 436 of the Criminal Procedure Code.

I agree with the contention of the Deputy Solicitor General, that it was 
an irregularity curable under section 436 of the criminal Procedure Code, 
which had not occasioned a failure of justice.

At the outset the counsel for the accused-appellant conceded the fact 
that who ever who killed deceased has rendered himself to be found guilty 
of the offense of murder and nothing less, as the deceased had 24 stab 
injuries caused by a knife of which 8th, 9th and 10th injuries were necessarily 
fatal.

For the reasons aforesaid, the grounds of appeal urged by the counsel 
for the accused-appellant are of no merit. I am of the view that the leaned 
trial judge has rightly found the accused-appellant guilty of the offence 
charged. Appeal is dismissed.
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S is ira  d e  Abrew, J .  I agree,

Appeal dismissed.


